
 
 

 

Manual: Linking an internal 5-digit number to a Vodafone 06 number. 
 

There are several options for linking your internal 5-digit number to your Vodafone 06 number.  

 *21 

 Speed call (request this from your telephone contact person) 

 VWO number (request this from your telephone contact person) 

 

*21 
Your number can be forwarded on a fixed phone by entering 21 -006xxxxxxx. How this work is 

explained in the manual: “Forwarding your phone number yourself”. 

Advantages of this method:  

 The RU’s landline number, for example 024-36xxxxx, is immediately linked to the 06 number 

and can be reached via 024-36xxxxx. 

 It is possible to set the forwarding so that the landline telephone rings first, and that after 

ringing 3 times the call is forwarded to the mobile number 06-xxxxxxxx. Your telephone 

coordinator can request this for you from Telephone Services. 

 The telephone guide can still display the old number. 

Drawbacks of this method:  

 Because the landline telephone must remain in place, you pay for both the fixed phone and 

the mobile device/subscription. It is more expensive than the methods below. 

 From the mobile number you have to dial the full telephone number, instead of the 

shortened 5-digit number, to reach a colleague with a landline. E.g. 024-36xxxxx. 

-------- 

Speed call 
The easiest method to forward your 5-digit number to your mobile number is a "speed call". You can 

request this via your telephone coordinator from Telephone Services. Your old landline telephone 

will be removed and replaced with a speed call. 

Advantages of this method: 

 The fixed RU number, for example 024-36xxxxx, is immediately linked to the 06 number and 

can be reached via 024-36xxxxx. 

 Using the old number and forwarding is free. You only have to pay for the costs of your 

mobile phone and your subscription. 

 The telephone guide can still display the old number. 

Drawbacks of this method: 



 
 From the mobile number you have to dial the full telephone number, instead of the 

shortened 5-digit number, to reach a colleague with a landline. E.g. 024-36xxxxx. 

 A drawback is that permanent call forwarding can not be switched off, e.g. during holidays. 

---------- 

VWO number 
 

A Vodafone Wireless Office number can be called internally with your shortened 5-digit number or 

your 06-number. You can call the 5-digit RU-numbers of landline telephones or other VWO numbers.  

VWO numbers use internal number sequences.  

024-81+ 87500-87999/024-30+ 96000-96500. 

 

Advantages of this method: 

 You only have to pay for the costs of your mobile phone and your Vodafone subscription. 

 You can call internally and receive calls from 5-digit numbers. 

 

Drawbacks of this method: 

 A drawback is that permanent call forwarding can not be switched off, e.g. during holidays. 

 To receive external calls, you must enter your full 06 number. Your shortened VWO number 

will not work. 

TIP: 

Always give your full 06 number to other people. This ensures that people can also call you from 

external numbers. 

 


